Annex 9

Pictures

1. The Field Survey Trip in Khovd, Bayan-Ulgii and Uvs provinces in Western Mongolia (November 15-29, 2008)
2. The Intangible Cultural Heritage Bearers in Western Mongolia
4. Introduction to the ICH and its bearers to the Representatives from the Republic of Korea
5. Farewell Lunch for the Representatives from the Republic of Korea

1. The Field Survey Trip in Khovd, Bayan-Ulgii and Uvs provinces in Western Mongolia (November 15-29, 2008)

The Field trip team members ready to go to Khovd province

The Field trip team members at the Airport of Khovd province
Ms. A.Duurenjargal,
Ms. Lkhagvasuren.Z,
Mr. Naranbat.B,
Mr. Bayasgalan.T,
Mr.Enkhjargal.Sh,
Ms. Pamaasuren.B
It was -20°C degrees during the field trip in the Western Mongolia.

Cold wind and bumpy mountain road, Heavy and slippery roads
Introducing the UNESCO Living Human Treasures System in Mongolia

Winter camp of an ICH bearer

Survey members documenting the ICH and its bearer
The ICH bearers actively participated in the action for documenting the ICH and its bearers

Survey team members are back to Ulaanbaatar
2. The Intangible Cultural Heritage Bearers in Western Mongolia

ICH bearers
ICH bearers
Introducing the UNESCO Living Human Treasures System in Mongolia

ICH bearers

Mongolian custom-Hanging the snuff bottles in greeting
A music instrument *Tsuur* is made of a special plant in Western Mongolia

The ICH bearers documenting process in the field
Introducing the UNESCO Living Human Treasures System in Mongolia

ICH bearer Seniors
Bii biyelgee - The Dance of the Body
Introducing the UNESCO Living Human Treasures System in Mongolia

ICH bearers – Generation to generation

ICH bearers together with the Survey group members

Mr. Erdenebat G, Chief of Culture and Arts Department, MECS opens the Expert Meeting.

Mr. Park, Seong-yong /EIIHCAP/ Executive Director, makes a speech.

Mr. Urtnasan D Secretary General, Mongolian National Commission for UNESCO chairs the Meeting.

Mr. Urtnasan D Secretary General, Mongolian National Commission for UNESCO makes a presentation.

Mr. Park, Seong-yong /EIIHCAP/ Executive Director, makes a presentation.
Introducing the UNESCO Living Human Treasures System in Mongolia

At the Meeting

Mongolian Representatives of NGOs together with the Korean representatives

Left: At the Meeting break
Bottom: Participants of the Meeting
4. Introduction to the ICH and its bearers to the Representatives from the ROK

ICH bearers in the town of Baganuur
Introducing the UNESCO Living Human Treasures System in Mongolia

ICH bearers in the town of Baganuur introducing their talent and skill
Handcraft items produced by the seniors in the town of Baganuur

Visit at the bearer’s house
Introducing the UNESCO Living Human Treasures System in Mongolia

Practicing the Mongolian custom—going around 3 times and adding stones to the *Ovoo*
Top-Left: Mr. Park Weonmo, Chief, Research Division, ICHCAP
Top-Right: At the ‘Undur Dov’ Complex, Chinggis Khaan Statue
Bottom: An ICH bearer, Ms. Dulmaa singing a long song
5. Farewell Lunch for the Representatives from the Republic of Korea

Mr. Erdenebat G, Chief of Culture and Arts Department, MECS makes speech at the farewell lunch for the Representatives from the ROK

At the farewell lunch

ICH bearer, Mr. Naranbat B plays the Tsuur at the farewell lunch